F OR a long time soils have been mapped on glacial outwash deposits. These deposits are found in all parts of New England and other glaciated portions of the country. This paper deals particularly with those in York County, Maine. The deposits there are extensive and frequent sand and gravel pits are found in them which facilitate the taking of pictures for illustrations. York County occupies the southern tip of Maine and a soil survey of it was made during the summer seasons of 1936 to 1938.
In general, glacial outwash is detrital material swept out, sorted, and deposited beyond the glacial ice front by meltwater streams. It may be in the form of plains, deltas, kames, valley trains, eskers, or lesser geological forms.
3 The great bulk of the deposits, however, can be generalized into two groups, viz./ (i) smooth outwash, which is usually nearly level to gently . rolling ; and (2) rough outwash, which is strongly rolling to hilly or steep. These general natural landscape characteristics have been observed frequently by other workers i and have been regarded as major characteristics for the separation of certain soil series, for example', the Hinckley and Merrimac soils. It so happens, however, that in addition >to the differences in topography, the deposits in York County have striking differences in the arrangement' or stratigraphy of their respective constituent materials.
Possibly the most striking feature in the 'stratigraphy of the outwash materials is the size of the separates. They range from a silt particle barely a hundredth of an inch in diameter to boulders 48 to 60 inches in diameter. Most of the materials also have rather definite relationships between the sizes of the separates and the form of the deposits. The huge, nearly level plains and deltas, for example, are primarily of sand which may have some silt varves and scattered pebbles less than y 2 inch in diameter. The narrow, irregular, winding eskers, on the other hand, generally have a heterogenous mixture of cobblestones and gravel with very little sand and absolutely no silt or clay varves. Of particular interest in York County are the sandy plains around Shapleigh which have a pronounced rolling topography. In one place these plains have resulted from ice block pits. These sandy plains are particularly interesting because the rolling relief is more usually associated with coarser materials.
In addition to the range in sizes of the separates, a striking difference in the colors of the deposits predominate, while in the deposits der ly from schist, bright reddish yellow browns are prominent. Most of the sa deposits in the county are at least 20 usually on till' or rock ledges, but e near the southern and northeastern pa lain by clay. All of the deposits can within three major groups, when only gravel are considered, and are arrange order of coarsest to' finest materials.
Group I.-The first group occurs rather rough topography, such as e fillings, and valley trains. The slopes than 1$% in gradient and are frequen It must be emphasized, however, th posits may occur on nearly level relie or cobbly fans have formed. The top the deciding characteristic. Instead, t ing characteristics are the coarseness and its heterogeneity in mixture. Sub in this group are based on whether th derived principally from schist or fro material as a whole is most often a mixture of coarse gravel, boulders, and
The boulders and large separates ar inches in diameter and form the coa the mass. The gravel which fills the is usually 2 to 4 inches in diameter an y 2 inch pebbles to the larger separa occurs in this deposit, but it is less pr rule, than in the outwash of the follow Group II.-The second group has a in relief than the first, but again, is de on the size of the separates, their arr origin rather than topography for it The second group most often occurs gently undulating topography, having than 10%, and appears predominately er terraces. It may also occur as kam terrace escarpments with slopes of 30 group, unlike the first, has more grave or cobblestones in its deposits and ab tities of sand. The material is usu sorted in alternate bands of sand and g
The gravel of the coarse skeleton i finer than in group I and is never lar inches in diameter except in a few ar to the coarser group already mentio rates filling the coarse skeleton are u coarse sands and are rarely larger t
